Dear Sir / Madam,

We present to you the forty-ninth edition of our Software Licensing Bulletin, which highlights details on Microsoft® 365 Licenses.

- Microsoft 365 provides per-user licensing option that includes Office 365 + Windows® 10 Enterprise + Enterprise mobility + Security.
- Microsoft 365 is available in two options, E3 and E5.

Through what channels is Microsoft 365 available?

- Microsoft 365 E3 and E5 is available through the Enterprise Agreement, Enterprise Agreement Subscription and Microsoft Products and Services Agreement (MPSPA) for commercial and government customers, and in the Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) program for customers with cloud-only deployments.
- Microsoft 365 also allows Enterprise Agreement customers to license in a true per user licensing model, giving them a consistent productivity experience on any device and on any operating system.
- You can move to the cloud without modifying your Enterprise Agreement while eliminating the need for Bridge CALs (Client Access Licence) and True-ups.
- Microsoft 365 E3 and E5 User Subscription Licence (USL) give the user access to Windows server, but does not include a license for the Windows server product itself.

We hope the bulletin was informative. We would be happy to arrange for any additional information that you may require on the subject. Please write to us at in-fmkpmgccsbulletin@kpmg.com, for any queries or feedback.

Regards,

KPMG in India

About KPMG in India’s software licensing team: We have an experienced team of over 160 professionals in India with diverse and in-depth knowledge of software licence, software asset management best, Intellectual Property (IP) and contract review.
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